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The advantages of early administration of DTPA are well known, and I need not

emphasize them. Rather I want to point out the advantages of having an early urine

sample and to suggest that in many cases, particularly if the exposure occurred a day

or two ago, one might wait the 10 or 15 minutes necessary for collection before

administiofrion of DTPA.

The advantages of the sample are fairly obvious since, if DTPA is administered, it

may be the most significant indication of the severity of the case for some months to

come.

Now for the disadvantages. Certainly, I would be the last one—I hope-—to be

urging delay in administration of DTPA if there were any reasonable expectation that

the delay of time needed to collect the sample made a real difference to the status of

the patient. There is little doubt that it does make such a difference if it is a quite

recent exposure, and so I want to make it very clear that I am not urging that admin-

istration be delayed in such cases. Obviously also, if the person is injured and needs

medical attention, you are going to put his needs first and treat him.
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The only time I am suggesting administration of DTPA ro the patient be delayed

long enough to get a urine sample is when the exposure occurred two or more days ago.

These cases are not as rare as one might think. For example, a glove box is discovered

to be leaking, and employee X carried out an operation usinp it several days ago—

perhaps even a week ago. Upon examination, the air filters are found to show con-

tamination, and so employee X probably had some exposure. You can add as many

other circumstances indicating exposure as you wish. But the fact remains we do not

have a health physicist at every employee's elbow, nor do we learn of the malfunctioning

of every piece of equipment the firsr time.it fails; so it is not as rare as one might suppose

that one finds out one or two days after an exposure has occurred that something hap-

pened. The question is: How serious was i t? And if DTPA is injected immediately,

one possible source of information is unavailable. Can you not ask for a urine specimen

while you are getting the DTPA from the shelf and preparing the needle for injection?

Again, 1 want to emphasize that what I am proposing for your consideration applies only

*o the case where one is reasonably sure the exposure did not occur that day. Also, I'm

sure you are not going to wait to treat conventional-type injuries in order to collect a

urine sample.

I have one slide which you have seen before I'm sure. It represents the time rrend

of the percentage of injected dose in blood of the patients given Pu complexed with

citrate by IV injection. As you see, after two days the blood contains at most some
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10% of the injected amount. Thus, even if DTPA completely blocked all further

disposition, it would not be a major factor—and all I am really suggesting is a delay

of 15 minutes or so to get us one urine sample. The drop in the blood level for such

a period is insignificant after this lapse of time.

So, in conclusion, I hope you will keep the health physicist's needs in mind.

Whenever, in your judgment—for I do not pretend to offer any rules—you can give us a

urine sample be fee administration of DTPA without significant detriment to the health

of the patient, I would urge this be done. This would be particularly important I would

think in cases of puncture wounds or even for inhalation if the material is somewhat

soluble.

And, I repeat, I am not suggesting you withhold early administration of DTPA if

you can get it into the patient early. But the difference in deposition following admin-*

istration at 2 days postexposure and at 2 days plus 15 minutes, or even at 2 days plus 1

hour, is probably not statistically significant.
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